After Greenwashing

Businesses show their environmental awareness through green buildings,
eco-labels, sustainability reports, industry pledges and clean technologies.
When are these symbols wasteful corporate spin and when do they signal authentic environmental improvements? Based on twenty years of
research, three rich case studies, a strong theoretical model and a range of
practical applications, this book provides the first systematic analysis of the
drivers and consequences of symbolic corporate environmentalism. It
addresses the indirect cost of companies’ symbolic actions and develops
a new concept of the ‘social energy penalty’ – the cost to society when
powerful corporate actors limit the social conversation on environmental
problems and their solutions. This thoughtful book develops a set of tools
for researchers, regulators and managers to separate useful environmental
information from empty corporate spin, and it will appeal to researchers
and students of corporate responsibility, corporate environmental strategy
and sustainable business, as well as environmental practitioners.
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Introduction

Back in 2005, HSBC became the first large bank and the first of the
one hundred largest companies listed on the London Stock Exchange to
declare itself ‘carbon neutral’. The bank committed to reducing to zero
its net carbon dioxide (CO2 ) emissions from more than ten thousand
office buildings and from executive travel (Walck 2006). It planned to
invest up to £4 million annually in planting trees, reducing energy use,
buying green electricity and trading carbon credits to limit its CO2
emissions (BBC 2004). Achieving carbon neutrality was intended to
set a new benchmark in environmental performance for the financial
services industry, a sector that had been slower to respond to calls for
environmental improvement than more obviously dirty industries such
as chemicals and oil. The bank was recognised as the ‘Financial Times
Sustainable Bank of the Year’ in 2006 (Financial Times 2006).
Yet, HSBC was persistently criticised for this strategic environmental decision. HSBC’s own guidelines emphasised that it was reducing
net rather than gross CO2 emissions. The bank would continue to emit
some CO2 from dirty energy and staff travel and pay others to provide
equivalent CO2 reductions through carbon offsetting (HSBC 2011a).
Greenpeace questioned whether planting trees is actually carbon neutral, asking ‘What if there’s a forest fire?’ (BBC 2004).1 Other critics
pointed out that HSBC’s commitments were related to emissions from
its own banking operations, not the much larger indirect emissions
arising from projects that the bank financed in carbon intensive industries (Gass 2011). Even HSBC’s commitment to ‘plant one virtual tree
in our virtual forest’ for every account switched to a paperless Green
HSBC Plus Account in 2007 backfired. A journalist noticed the HSBC
fine print – ‘for every 20 virtual trees we promise to plant a real one’ –
as well as a backlog of 400,000 virtual trees from the first two years
waiting to be planted (Pearce 2009).
Responding to this criticism, HSBC withdrew its carbon neutrality
commitment in 2011. What began in 2005 as a pioneering attempt
1
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to lead the way in green banking had come to a messy end. HSBC
was forced to explain its withdrawal from an environmental commitment made with such fanfare a few years earlier. Activists celebrated
a victory over exposing a high-profile bank’s flimsy environmental
credentials. HSBC was highlighted along with other high-profile companies, from ‘Apple to Coca-Cola, GE to McDonald’s, and Starbucks
to Walmart’, as greenwashing their climate-friendly policies (Pearse
2012). Greenwashing misleads consumers about companies’ environmental performance or the environmental benefits of a product or
service, specifically by combining positive environmental communications with poor environmental performance (Delmas and Burbano
2011). Researchers and activists usually understand situations such
as HSBC’s carbon neutrality as greenwashing: the bank deliberately
disclosed one element of its environmental performance (i.e., zero net
CO2 emissions) and withdrew from this commitment when activists
exposed the mismatch between its proactive-sounding statements and
much less favourable environmental impacts.
It is easy to dismiss firms’ environmental activities as greenwashing that promises an advantage to the firm while imposing costs on
society. However, HSBC’s experiments with carbon neutrality highlight a tension in a company’s role in mitigating society’s environmental impacts. On the one hand, stakeholders demand environmental improvements and require evidence that firms are indeed taking
seriously their environmental responsibilities. On the other hand, consumers and a broader range of stakeholders have developed a justifiable scepticism about the effectiveness of green solutions promoted
by large corporations. Society is caught in a bind between needing
better green information and a distrust of those who provide it. A
shared language needs to be developed to describe corporate environmental changes; but, as the architects of change, firms can also
influence the language used. New terms such as ‘carbon neutral’ can
signify an abstract concept that was not needed before – that is, producing products or services with low or zero CO2 emissions to combat
climate change. The meaning of these new symbols evolves through
conversations and interactions among many different actors in society.
Sometimes firms can influence the symbols around corporate greening,
sometimes they cannot. The new symbols may be socially useful or
they may be a damaging distraction. Dismissing the symbolic aspects
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of corporate environmental actions as deliberate greenwashing tells
only part of the story.
The past two decades have given rise to an enormous range of
symbols of corporate environmentalism. Firms are labelled as carbon
neutral, sustainable, eco- or green. Products can be organic, dolphinsafe, recycled, reclaimed, low-energy, renewable, efficient or environmentally friendly. There are increasingly more sophisticated-sounding
technologies, programmes, management processes, industry associations and labelling schemes to reassure stakeholders that firms are
environmentally sound. Some of these symbols are greenwashing –
that is, deliberate attempts to communicate positive environmental
information not matched by improved environmental impacts. However, some are more than merely symbolic and actually signify environmental improvements. All corporate environmental activities have
a symbolic component. We must develop tools to identify which are
socially wasteful distractions and which may be initial attempts to promote green solutions so desperately needed to mitigate society’s impact
on the natural world.
In this book, I show that expanding research beyond greenwashing to a broader symbolic corporate environmentalism generates new
research questions and implications for environmental strategy and
policy. ‘Corporate environmentalism’ is defined as changes made by
managers inside organisations that they describe as primarily for environmental reasons. ‘Symbolic corporate environmentalism’ is defined
as the shared meanings and representations surrounding these changes.
All environmental activities have a symbolic component as managers
and others learn to describe the new environmental solutions they are
adopting. New language, symbols, terms, labels and shared meanings
evolve to signify the abstract idea of making changes to solve environmental problems. Some symbolic corporate environmentalism is
‘merely symbolic’ in the sense that the proactive-sounding symbols
do not match with substantive environmental improvements. As discussed in the next chapter, greenwashing is a specific subset of symbolic
corporate environmentalism in which the changes are both ‘merely
symbolic’ and deliberately so. In this book, I expand conventional
corporate environmental strategy research to include a broader range
of symbolic activities after greenwashing. Symbolic corporate environmentalism includes not only greenwashing but also unintended,
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merely symbolic activities and the symbolic components of environmental changes that actually have a positive, substantive impact on the
natural environment.
Recasting HSBC’s carbon neutrality through a symbolic corporate
environmentalism lens provides a much richer explanation than dismissing it as greenwashing. HSBC chose to invest in a portfolio of
green solutions, including adopting and maintaining the carbon neutral credential, launching green bank accounts, signing up to industry
charters such as the Equator Principles, building the first Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold–certified buildings in
Latin America and the Middle East to house its regional headquarters,
keeping count of virtual trees and participating in an underdeveloped
CO2 offset market.2 Despite these initiatives, the overall environmental footprint of HSBC’s direct and indirect activities continued to rise.
The bank placed a strategic bet that the carbon neutral label would
be valued as a signal of environmental responsiveness as other firms
and stakeholders better understood carbon management over time.
HSBC may or may not have deliberately opened up a gap between the
proactive-sounding carbon neutral label and its actual environmental
performance. However, the net result was that carbon neutrality did
not develop as a valuable asset as the firm had initially envisioned.
Condemning HSBC’s actions as greenwashing implies that society
would be better off now that the limitations of its version of the carbon neutrality label has been exposed. Taking a broader symbolic corporate environmentalism perspective suggests that the social impact
may not be so simple: over time, HSBC’s withdrawal might slow the
development of proactive environmental management in the banking
sector. Stakeholders may have lost the opportunity to challenge more
banks to examine their carbon footprints by considering whether they
could reduce carbon emissions like their sector leaders. Society needs
experiments such as the carbon neutrality label to improve environmental performance. Yet, withdrawing from a public commitment can
damage a firm’s credibility and limit the learning gained from these
experiments. The frameworks described in this book provide the analytical tools for evaluating why HSBC first opted in and then out of
carbon neutrality, as well as the social consequences of those decisions.
As environmental issues have spread into the business mainstream,
the symbolic component of corporate environmentalism has become
increasingly pervasive. There are now more than four hundred active

